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screenwriter joe cornish says that bell captures tintin in the mold of the classic spielberg everyman - an ordinary kid who finds how extraordinary he can be when life demands it. to me,
he's like a child's idea of what it's like to be a teenager, cornish says. he can do amazing things, yet he maintains an innocence and an insatiable curiosity about the world, a sense that

he's looking for a way to do the right thing in any situation. you feel like anyone can aspire to be tintin because all you need is the knowledge, the interest and the pureness of heart that
takes him through these adventures. though they're renowned for jolting their fans with unexpected moments that brighten every frame of the films, spielberg and williams say spielberg

had been so engrossed in the feature-film adaptation of the comic book hero that he had underestimated the charms of live-action. once he began to rediscover the art of moving
pictures, spielberg found that the system lent itself to a variety of storytelling tactics that enhanced the role of visuals in telling the story. and in that respect, spielberg says, this project
is a return to the genesis of our interest in motion pictures, to the first view of dumbo or song of the south. herg and i wrote a script that found tintin as a boy, living in a stuffy boarding

school in a totalitarian country that's trying to uncover a jewish spy. this was the seed of the character, an interest in the great unexplored world of the orient, herg says, and it was
spielberg and williams who helped us flesh out what that culture would feel like. the comparison with snowy i think is to suggest a level of realism in our storytelling that we hadn't really

imagined before, he adds.
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— for all the readers who
have grown up with tintin,

he has an international
appeal — are one of the

things that make him
endearing. i felt it was

important for his character
to be seen on his home turf.
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